I. Introduction
The line segments; side, base, altitude play a significant role in finding area and perimeter of, square and triangle. In addition to radius, we use constant  for circle, in calculating area and perimeter of it   2 2 r and r 
As there is a challenge from Cosmic  equal to 14 2 4  to the present  equal to 3.14159265358….this study has become imminent, to bring to the kind attention of the world of mathematics. Already more or less two decades have passed. GOD, a great Cosmometrician may be looking at us with an enormous mercy that we rectify the error in choosing limit  3.14159265358… of polygon as Pi of the circle. The relation between Cosmic  and this author is nothing. The Cosmic  is, like air, water, light, a common property of humanity. 7.
Let us search for a line segment for -2, as -2 is there in the above formula. 8.
 -2 for traditional  = 1.14159265358….
9.
 -2 for Cosmic  = 1.14644660941…. 
II. Conclusion
The Cosmic  equal to 14 2 3.14644660941 4   is the real  value. It is exact, and an algebraic number and is based on the line segment of the circle-square composite construction. Hence it is true that, there is no difference between square, triangle and circle at the core, although, they appear different superficially. 

proved as real , and is greater than traditional , the values attributed to stars and planets are lower by 0.15%. This difference may be negligible at the day to day applications of . But, at the astronomical magnitudes, this difference has great impact, especially in our Space Projects. The extract below is a practical experience of one Space Engineer who had direct link with it. I have always been suspicious of pi and the value we have been forced to use as in determining pi for something to wrap around a cylinder was always that little bit shorter than calculated. There is a book available at the above site but is A$60 but the above gives you an initial idea as to what is involved.
NASA, I should have remembered back in my tracking days that pi had been changed to accomodate entry and exit of spacecraft using a Planet for sling-shot accelleration to the next Planet (Voyager) but I never thought too much about that in those days. This now needs to be applied to our Coils but we need to now know exactly which pi to use for that condition. Different conditions -different pi.
More on this as it comes to hand.
Smokey
From the foregoing, it is clear that, Cosmic , is like a rising Sun. And any amount of delaying in welcoming Cosmic  into the mainstream will affect every student, scholar, space engineer with the prevailing incorrect picture of Cosmos.
